TO:

All Hawaii HOSA Members

FROM:

Ada Toyama, Hawaii HOSA State Coordinator
Jeremy Ruan, Hawaii HOSA State Vice President of Technology

SUBJ:

2020-2021 Hawaii HOSA Pin Design Contest Entries

#1

“The Hawaiian Green Sea Turtle is the
only indigenous reptile found in Hawaii,
but for Hawaiians, the Honu is a symbol
of good luck in the form of a guardian
spirit, or Amakua. I have the turtle
swimming in the open water enjoying
freedom. I also added "Hawai'i" and
"HOSA" represented appropriately. The
pin has a single mount on the rear which
is clasped with a single frog attachment.
The pin design represents good luck for
all people.”

#2

“This pin represents Hawaii because of
the flowers. The flower is a Pua Aloalo
(yellow hibiscus) which is Hawaii's state
flower and very important to hawaii. Pua
Aloalo or Ma`o-hau-hele was named the
state flower in 1988 because this flower
is only found in Hawaii. I wanted to
represent these flowers because so little
remain on the islands and are considered
to be endangered which is so sad
because these flowers are so unique and
important to Hawaii.”
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#3

“The hibiscus was used because Hawai’i
is known for the hibiscus flower. The sun
was used because Hawai’i is known to be
more of a tropical place. When I think of
Hawaii, the animals I usually think of are
turtles and dolphins.”

#4

“The palm trees and the sky and sand
represent the beautiful beaches Hawai’i
is mostly known for. The sun and water
(in the corners) stand for the sunny
climate here. Also, how we are
surrounded by a huge body of water.”
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#5

“The rainbow at the top of my drawing is
supposed to represent how a rainbow
shines over Hawaii. The big wave shows
Hawaii's love of surfing and the beach.
The dolphin is wearing our state flower,
the hibiscus, while jumping out of the
water by the big wave. The flowers along
the edge of the drawing are supposed to
look like a lei, which is Hawaii's garland
of flowers. Each of these represent
Hawaii today and its culture.”

#6

“In my pin design, I incorporated a native
lady, with long, brown hair. This can
symbolize beauty. Behind the lady, you
can see a wave, something very native to
the Hawaiian Islands. I added plants to
the periphery of the pin to show that there
is a balance between the ocean and the
land.”

#7

“In my pin design the symbols I used
were the hands surrounding the person. I
put that in because it symbolizes caring
for others.”
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#8: Kia Lawai'a o ka Hawai'i (fishing
pole of Hawai'i)

“My pin represents our love and passion
we have for fishing, the beautiful state
flower and the medical field. It is a
blessing to live here in Hawai'i and to
have a program like HOSA to help guide
us Keiki in the medical field. Now let's go
fishing and get hooked on HOSA and
catch some knowledge about the medical
field so that one day we can follow our
dreams to become doctors, nurses
and/or surgeons.”

#9

“As we may all know already, we are
going through a global pandemic that has
impacted our daily lives and limited us
from doing things we used to do. We had
to adjust to a new lifestyle that consisted
of wearing masks and face shields every
time we left our house. This design’s
purpose is to showcase what we are
going through at the moment. Because
we’re not able to meet each other
face-to-face for safety reasons, we had to
improvise and use technology (the
laptop). The flowers shown, Hibiscus and
Plumeria, are very significant to the
Hawaiian culture. The hibiscus is
Hawaii’s State flower, whereas the
plumeria symbolizes new beginnings.
HOSA provides new opportunities and
beginnings for many of its members. The
Shaka that the two members are holding
up is considered the ultimate symbol of
Aloha. It conveys friendship,
understanding, and compassion which
are important traits that a healthcare
worker should have. Another important
trait that healthcare professionals must
have is hospitality, and the pineapple
print on one of the masks represents
that.”
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#10

“The symbols used in my pin design
represent Hawaii HOSA working together
to strive for excellence as a whole. As
you know spam musubis are delicious
comfort food. Though in this case, a
spam musubi means more than just a
tasty snack. In my pin design, the
seaweed of the musubi is not only
holding the musubi together but it
represents holding Hawaii HOSA
together as a whole. The rice of the
musubi represents all of Hawaii HOSA
sticking together. I also added our state
flower, the hibiscus, along with plumerias.
The flowers capture all of us growing
together to become Hawaii’s future health
professionals.”

#11: “Mene” Love & Ohana in the
Medical Field

“Menehunes are mythological dwarfs in
the Hawaiian tradition. They are
craftspeople who work together to build
and accomplish masterpieces at night.
They usually work in the valleys as
shown in the scenery of the pin design.
They do good deeds to their people, and
just like Hawaii HOSA members, we all
work together to achieve team and
individual goals. At the same time, we
also do helpful duties for our community
as they shape future health professionals'
next generation. In other words, just like
Menehunes are very grateful for
individuals and enhance their
environment, we, the HOSA members,
are thankful for all the opportunities given
to us and continue to work to the best of
our abilities.”

#12: Driven to Health

“When we were kids, we would almost
often hurt ourselves and later patch our
minor injuries with these brown, sticky,
but helpful bandages called band-aids.
These band-aids provide protection from
the outer environment, contain blood
flow, and/or prevent infection. They allow
us to stay healthy and continue growing
into who we are today, being interested in
the medical field to become Future
Health Professionals. While most of us
Hawaii HOSA members are now
beginning or already driving, we have
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to look back at what this tiny material did
and impacted us to become the best
shape and strive, or should I say, drive
forward! That is why in this pin design, it
shows a combination of a band-aid and
our iconic Hawaii license plate.”
#13: Life “Spam”
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“These three famous components
commonly praised in Hawaii: Sea turtles,
Spam Musubis, and Hibiscuses play a
significant role. They all have widely
grown together, leading to an impact on
many lives for these islands around the
state. Hibiscus represents royalty and
communicated power and respect.
Likewise, HOSA represents that as we
stay professional and show our voices in
the medical field early by reaching and
helping out with the community and
competing to the best of our ability to
understand better what we aspire to be in
the future. They give a beautiful scent,
yet a strong smell, just like how HOSA is,
enjoyable but professional from the way
they smell and look. Second, Sea turtles
were utilized in traditional ceremonies,
and some families considered them
aumakua (family spirits). For HOSA, we
celebrate through many opportunities like
conferences to socialize with other
chapters, advisors, etc. to better
understand who they are and enjoy the
company by creating lifelong friendships
and memories. With this pin, if chosen,
this will give remembrance to others.
Lastly, Spam Musubi has its origins
during World War II. The United States
entered into World War II against Japan;
more troops, units, and rations were
needed to be deployed to Hawaii. This
unique food combination has helped
these warriors challenge themselves and
others to face and endeavor to become
the nation we are today. It is a union that
is sticking together facing the world, just
as HOSA should be, growing into better
individuals facing challenges to become
Future Health Professionals. Putting this
all together, it will make our lifestyle and

lifespan a unique and unforgettable
journey.”
#14: HOSAloha
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“Back in the 20th century, the origin of
shave ice came from a small group of
Japanese laborers in the plantation fields
who ate it as a snack to battle the
everlasting heat. As the years went by,
shave ice grew to become a treat adored
by our home state of Hawai’i, which
inspired locals to open up their own
shave ice business to both achieve their
personal goals and satisfy their
communities and visitors. Just like
Hawai’i HOSA, we started off with a small
group in the islands of O’ahu, Maui and,
Kaua’i. These past 15 years, now
entering our 16th year, Hawai’i HOSA
has grown tremendously into a
prestigious organization filled with a
rainbow of ethnicities and aloha spirit.
Shave ice is also a versatile treat,
meaning that you can be creative and
innovative with what you want for flavors
and toppings. Just like the medical field,
they strive for innovation to change the
face of medicine. The lei po o includes
different colors of our state flower, the
Hibiscus, which signifies beauty and
unity. Around the shave ice is a kukui nut
lei, which is used at ILC to signify our
members from Hawai’i HOSA. Shave ice
was not only introduced in Hawai’i, but it
was also introduced to our visitors, and
this year we introduced HOSA to our
middle schools in Hawai’i and officially
established a Hawai’i HOSA Middle
school division, where their potential is
soon to be discovered. This serves as a
reminder that even if we all started with
just a little something, it still has the
ability to grow into more than just
something.”

#15
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“I included plumeria flowers as they are
symbolic to Hawai’i. The plumeria flower
also symbolizes birth and love which
represents HOSA’s values of spreading
care through service. I also drew a green
sea turtle as it is native to Hawaii and
symbolizes good health, a value HOSA
promotes. The time period of the day in
the pin is sunset, not only is it a magical
sight, it also symbolizes a sense of
belonging.”

